
 

NOTES ON  
GUSD Report Card Committee 

9/9/16 
 
Present: Kimberly Spiewak, Phoebe Ball, Allison Mowers, Cheryl Takahara, Cathy Gamboa, 
Loriann Mastromarino, Caren Roberts, Tara Svensson, Tanya Mishler, Jenny Van Steyn, Colby 
Boss, Linda Sparkuhl, Nora Antenore, Lisa Gil, Jen Checchio, Laura Sweeney, Joanna Lauer, 
Ty Saxby, Mojdeh Senzamici, Regina Davis 
 
Norms-The committee discussed staying open to feedback, and clarifying the confidentiality 
statement 
 
Year overview 

Open Discussion  

Feedback from teachers: what is the grading scale to determine what a 4 is, and that it’s not 
100%. Some parents are not happy about the elimination of 4. Some teachers were excited 
about the handouts and wanted to give them out to parents. The 1-4 descriptors were really 
helpful and all teachers should get them.  
 
What do we need for teachers to understand? 
Standards-based grading? We need to repeat this for all teachers since we are adept in all 
things report card, and teachers without this learning need support. Is the moving target in the 
Talking Points for parents? Teacher: We should present to staff in October so they’re up to 
speed.  
 
Teachers want benchmarks and goals across the district.  How does the pilot affect 
grading process? Would a growth target or expected or benchmark progress that measured 
growth and was not the same benchmark for each student? Are we using all the things on 
EADMS for our report card?  Those measures are factors, multiple measures, etc. 
 
What is SBG? What does it look like? And what do we need to build understanding and 

coherence? 
SBG 

Expected Progress? 
Benchmark “          ? 
Growth Target 
Warehouse Report? 
Quantitative v. qualitative 
Talking Points--- 
SBG → % 

Dweck, Reeves 
Buy-in for teachers 
Compare to writing 
Repeat, rinse, repeat 
Social Studies/ Sci ≠ spiral 
Present to Staff 
Other processes? e.g., AR 
reports, benchmarks, 

Consolidated LInes 
Grade Scale on classwork 
4 ≠ 100% 
1-4 descriptors 
Moving Target 



cutpoints 
Piloting and effects on 
assessment 

 

Report card sign off page-Committee edited Parent Signature Page 

Ideas for Parent Sign-off page: 
Send ahead of time 
Parent square? 
Two copies, one that they sign 
and one they take? 
Do we need a signature each 
period? Can we have one page 
that has spaces for 3 
signatures? Signature is 
required 

Signature discussion will 
continue in October. 
Signature page “pretty much 
done”. 

 
Question about Needs for Academic Assistance needing “at risk of retention”, especially in 
November.  (my aside: Did Margaret out anything in board policy about not retaining past 1st 
grade?) 
 

● Aligned assessments per reporting standard--In October, committee will determine a list 
of what assessments will be entered in the excel version of report card. Suggested: 
columns that reflect the learning in math according to trimester learning.  Questions 
about can we make changes.  Explanation that this has been presented to teachers, 
approved by board, so changes won’t happen now.  

 
● Benchmark committee had google doc and began work on this.  K has a document that 

reflects where and when there are “x”-s 
●  
● Teachers: when are we presenting? Committee members would show the assessments, 

the signature page.  Add agenda item for pull-down comments section 
 

● Open Discussion- How to report feedback from site teachers.  Bridget: bring numbers 
not adjectives. “3 people have said this, 8 have said this”. Some teachers have a chart to 
comment. 

 
● Next meeting, 10/4 PM 

 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xNqEYrLQ6Rbqqwfvao_u8b2gTodt3zUhhvHfKFRlQww/edit#heading=h.p8xo952le2xc

